
Media instruction 
 

 
 
Media contacts 
Tamhockey Oy as a company and business: CEO Mika Aro, 040 543 9707 
 
Sports manager: Antti Tuomenoksa, 044 489 0389 
Accreditations and interview requests for home matches: Saana Hakala, phone 040 707 0650 
Interview requests outside of match events: Team manager Janne Lahti, 040 7030480 
Email addresses are in the format firstname.surname@tappara.fi 
 
Accreditation 
By 2:00 p.m. the day before the match. 
For the weekend matches on Friday by 14:00. 
Accreditation address 
http://liiga.fi/mediasivut/ or via email media@tappara.fi. 
 
Entrance to the hall 
The entrance to the arena is from the Sorinkatu side through the side door. Upon arrival at the 
arena, the media representative receives a match-specific access permit from the security guard, 
which is acknowledged for use with a signature. At the same time, the media representative 
receives a match-specific media pass, which entitles him to move between the media stand and 
the media space. 
The entrance opens two hours before the start of the match, and it is possible to enter until the 
start of the second period. 
The pass must be returned after the match. We would like to remind you that if the travel permit 
is not returned, a fine of 250 euros follows. 



 
Movement at Nokia Arena 
Movement at Nokia Arena 
Media seats are in stands D5-D6 in row 10 (the top row of the upper viewing platform). The media 
room is located on the same floor as the main lobby. When you enter the arena, you can access 
the media room on the right side of the first door, the media room is on the right side of the 
corridor. Access to the media stand and the radio news stand is through stairwell 5A. 
The post-match interviews take place in the mixed zone. The media will be applied to the mixed 
zone before the end of the last batch. 
 
In Tappara's home matches, the media goes through Ilves corridor 1.132 to the mixed zone 
In local matches, the media passes through dressing room 3 and 4, room number 1.150 
 
Photographers 
Photographers' places are located in stands B4, B5, B6 and B7 and in stands A4-A5, A6 and A7 and 
behind the plexiglass on the edge of the field in the A9 corner, entrance through the logistics 
space, escorted. There can be a maximum of four photographers at a time in the space between 
the changing benches. Two of the seats are always reserved for the home team's photographer. 
Tappara divides the shooting shifts among the changing boxes in advance. The use of a helmet is 
mandatory between changing benches. Photographers must wear the League's photography vest 
during the match event. 
 
Radio news stations 
The radio announcers are in the media stand, between stands B5 and B6. 
 
Distribution point for media material 
Match-specific media materials and coffee service can be found in the media room. 
 
Equipment for the media stand 
There are tables and sockets in the media viewing area. The media also has an open network. 
SSID: Nokia Arena 
 
Press conference 
The press conference will be held in the mixed zone as soon as possible after the match. It is 
possible for the media to interview the coaches after the press conference. 
 
Interview requests 
Home matches: 
Interview requests are received by Saana Hakala and the requested players remain in the mixed 
Zone immediately after the end of the match to be interviewed. You will be there on time if you 
want to interview the Tappara players after the match, after the player leaves the mixed zone we 
can no longer guarantee the success of the interview. 
 
A person designated by each team is responsible for interviewing the away team. 
 
 
Away matches: 



Requests for interviews of Tappara's players or coaching in away matches should be sent via text 
message or WhatsApp message to team manager Aki Näyki, 044 772 0936. 
 
Tappara also has two media phones at its disposal, from which the interviewees call journalists as 
requested. In more congested games, it may take a while to get a turn. The media phones are the 
same throughout the season. You can send your contact numbers in advance so that we can store 
them in the phones. 
Interview requests must be submitted without delay after the end of the match. 
 
Match minutes after the match 
Complete minutes can be found in real time on the Internet at www.liiga.fi. 
 
Closing the hall 
You can work in the media room for about 60 minutes after the end of the match. 
 
Technical questions about Nokia Arena 
Nokia Arena, real estate 
Johanna Pusa, 050 5569291, e-mail: johanna.pusa(at)areenatampere.fi 
Nokia Arena security manager at Tappara matches 
Teppo Mäkipää, 040 509 5864, e-mail: teppo.makipaa (at) tappara.fi 


